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Non promotion counseling for pv2

What are the requirements for advising on PVT-SSG?AR 600-8-19 para 1-12 states:3-1d. The leaders of the first line should formally advise (in writing) fully qualified soldiers upon reaching the right to the primary zone, which are not recommended by the KDR unit. Written counselling should determine
the basis for non-commissioned communications and include an action plan to address certain shortcomings. Counselling is mandatory after the initial non-recommendation once fully eligible (without waiver) in the primary area and at least quarterly, after that, as long as the soldier is recommended for
promotion or no longer eligible for a recommendation.1-27b. There is no requirement for Lawyers Soldiers who are not selected to advance in the SFC through SGM.1-27c. CDRs and first-line leaders must comply with all counseling requirements (paragraphs 3-13b and 3-23f) for soldiers eligible for
promotion review by SGT and/or SSG.1-27d. See paragraph 7-33 for the refusal of ARNG review soldiers. Page 2What is the promotion of counseling requirements of PVT-SSG?AR 600-8-19 pair of 1-12 states:3-1d. The leaders of the first line should formally advise (in writing) fully qualified soldiers upon
reaching the right to the primary zone, which are not recommended by the KDR unit. Written counselling should determine the basis for non-commissioned communications and include an action plan to address certain shortcomings. Counselling is mandatory after the initial non-recommendation once
fully eligible (without waiver) in the primary area and at least quarterly, after that, as long as the soldier is recommended for promotion or no longer eligible for a recommendation.1-27b. There is no requirement for Lawyers Soldiers who are not selected to advance in the SFC through SGM.1-27c. CDRs
and first-line leaders must comply with all counseling requirements (paragraphs 3-13b and 3-23f) for soldiers eligible for promotion review by SGT and/or SSG.1-27d. See paragraph 7-33 for the refusal of ARNG review soldiers. Advise soldier IAW AR 600-8-19, paragraph 1-28, mandatory counseling
requirements for persons in the primary review area, but not recommended for promotion. First line leaders will formally advise soldiers in writing who are eligible for promotion in PV2 through SPC without giving up (fully qualified), but are not recommended for promotion. This counselling requirement also
applies to all soldiers who have sat down (fully qualified for the PP) but are not included in the list of recommended promotions after being brought before the promotion board. Consultations will be conducted at the stage when the Soldier will be eligible for the receipt, and at least every 3 months after that,
and include information on why the soldier was not recommended and what a soldier can do to correct deficiencies or qualities that reflect a lack of promotion capacity. B. There is no requirement to advise soldiers who selected to be promoted to SFC through SGM. c. CDRs and first-line leaders must
comply with all counseling requirements (paragraphs 3-13b and 3-23f) for soldiers eligible for promotion to SGT and/or SSG. KEY POINTS OF DISCUSSION The purpose of this counseling is to inform you that you have been considered but not selected for the sergeant's promotion. This does not mean
that you are not qualified or do not deserve promotion, but simply indicate the competitiveness of the selection process. I encourage you to continue to work hard as I am sure you will be selected for advancment over the next 6 months. In order to be considered for promotion in the primary area, a soldier
must have 36 months of service time and 8 months of class time. Currently you have months of time in service and months of time in class. In a month, a year, you are eligible for promotion in the main review area. I will recommend you for promotion to sergeant when your performance and my
assessment of your potential improves. To reach this a point in your career, you need to focus on the following areas: RESPONSIBILITY. Last month you were advised that you did not complete the PMCS series that you signed as completed. This is not only a threat to our readiness, but also a serious
breach of trust. You must work aggressively to reverse an irreplaceable reputation if you want to be considered for promotion. MILITARY BEARING. You can't talk and treat those seniors rank you with disrespect (even if you don't mean it's disrespectful). Your relationship with the rest of the section,
especially senior NGOs, is a factor that is taken into account when assessing your readiness for promotion. Progression. You are currently in your qualifications and meet the training requirements to advance to the sergeant. Keep up the good work. Guide. When the responsibility for ensuring all section
members complete SARC training, you do not follow up and ensure that all members receive and document their training. In addition, the reference to training was incomplete. Attention to detail and reliability are important features of the sergeant. MINIMUM PROMOTION POINTS. To be recommended
for promotion, a soldier must have at least scores to be placed on the recommended list. At this time, even if you got the maximum score on the stock board, you would still not have enough points to be placed on the recommended list. Your promotion points this month: I recommend the following steps to
improve your standing point: APFT. Maintain an APFT score of at least 270. Education. Enrollment in military or civilian courses. benefits of CLEP, DANTES and online courses. WEAPON QUALIFICATIONS. Attend the next range to raise your qualifications to an expert. Most points of government will be
awarded for appearance, military military and verbal answers. I will help you in these areas to help you get the best score. Start learning on the promotion board now to make sure you are ready. I also suggest that you attend the Board of the Soldier of the District. This experience will prepare you for
promotion and, if you win, will earn extra points for your promotion to the sergeant. PLAN OF ACTION - Take immediate action to improve the performance identified in this consultation. - Start learning now for a soldier quarter board. - Start an aggressive fitness plan no later than 4 weeks before THEFT.
Be prepared to take the APFT record test for day/month/year. - Make an appointment at the Education Center to evaluate your current loans. Take all the evidence of completion of college courses and military schools and courses. Sign up for an educational plan to earn promotion points. Use caution and
don't sign up for more than you can reasonably expect to finish. - Review the basic firing procedures and be prepared to participate in the qualifying range per day/month/year. - Review of the promotion of the LOI Board and the soldiers of the LOI board district. Use these LOIs to prepare for the board. I
believe that you can and will improve your performance and that with consistent efforts will be able to earn recommendations for promotion. But it will require strong desire and aggressive actions on your part. LEADER RESPONSIBILITIES - Provide LOIs to a soldier - Provide regular, planned and
unplanned, and constructive feedback - Helping a soldier on any requested topic - When a soldier's performance deserves it, schedule a mock-up of the board with senior NCO participation Army Promotion List IntegrationN question: Will soldiers still integrated into the list of SGT/SSG standing answer:
Yes. As a result of this change, ALI will be renamed as the Team List Integration (CLI). Soldiers who set the criteria will be included in the regular SGT/SSG list and awarded 39 and 14 points. However, in order to get more points, soldiers with CLI status must be brought before the board of promotion.
Why are the forwarding points for soldiers integrated into the LIST of SGT 39 promotional promotions, and for soldiers integrated into the list of SSG promotions, 14 promotion points? Answer: Soldiers must have an APFT pass. Cli points are one point smaller than the lowest point on the APFT table,
which we can easily ensure all the soldiers who were on board are advancing before the CLI promotion takes place. The question: I received a memo from one of our BN asking to remove from the C-10 report and the CLI list. I went oneMILPO and tried Soldier With Denied Promotion List Auto Integration
features, but he said some functions are limited in rank. How to delete C10 report? Answer: It appears that the soldier already had a list of integrated and awarded promotional points for CLI. Once Soldiersare is integrated and in promotion status, the removal of the board must be carried out to remove the
soldier from the standing list if the conditions do not exist, as stated in AR 600-8-19, Para 3-26. If the AAA-294 report circles there is no list integration, and S1 did not deny integration into eMILPO by the 10th month, thensoldiers scores should be removed with EDAS, and this will remove them from the
C10 report and the list of promotions. A: A CLI soldier has been removed from a permanent list of promotions due to an APFT failure. After the flag is raised, when will the Soldier be reintegrated into the permanent list of CLI promotions? Answer: The soldier must appear in the next report after the flag is
raised. It was the company commander when they would reintegrate the soldier circling YES or circling NO on AAA-294. Soldiers should be sedwhen not recommended. The question is: Should CLI soldiers appear before the promotion board before they can earn promotion points? A: Yes, in order to add
promotion points, CLI Soldiers must appear before the promotion board. Army Promotion Counseling and Deployment Issues: On the Enlisted Promotion Report (AAA-294) for personnel who circled NO for full eligibility, should you get advice monthly or quarterly? Answer: Yes, (AR 600-8-19, Para 1-26).
First-line leaders will advise soldiers who are eligible for promotion in PV2through SSG without giving up (fully qualified) but not recommended in writing. The consultations will be conducted initially when the Soldier reaches the right, and at least every 3 months after that, and include information on why
the soldier was not recommended and what can be done to correct the shortcomings or qualities that reflect the lack of promotion capacity. Soldiers deployed at work should be consulted in the same way as soldiers at the home station. The question is: If a soldier is tagged and circled NO for full
entitlement, will a copy of the flag be enough against acounseling? Answer: If a soldier is tagged, then copies of counseling for actions causing the flag will suffice. Importantly, the soldier understands the tagging actions and all the consequences, including their beingdenied board appearance or
integration list for promotion (through counseling). If a soldier was given a flag-calling act and was told that he had been denied promotion, the intention was fulfilled. If theSoldier was not punished, it is the question of the leader. Promotion points: Will combat deployments while members of another
service (AIR Force, Marines, etc.) expect to advance points? Answer: If Soldier Brings in DD Form 214 from Combat Combat while they were a member of another service, the ability to include those months in the deployment counter on the ERB exists and they will receive post-meal points up to the
maximum assigned. The question is: If a soldier has 12 months and 7 days of deployment time, does the Soldier get credit for this extra month if he completed only 7 days of the following month? Answer: No 7 days deployment time does not make a month of deployment. You must have at least 15 or
more days to get a full month. Months of deployment for promotion points will be determined by months of placedon of your ERB in Section I - Destination Information - OS/Deployment Combat Duty.The question is: Why will soldiers receive points for deployment? What about me if I can't deploy? Answer:
Soldiers will receive two promotion points per month to recognize the invaluable experience gained during deployment in a war zone. This experience shapes their overall professional development in positivemanner - it just recognizes it. Points are limited to 15 combat months for SGT and 30 combat
months for SSG. Soldiers who max out their APFT and weapons qualification can't max out the category of military training without themselves deployed. If you can't deploy, shift the focus to education opportunities (both military and civilian). The rules for updating deployment months are what this is done
when the deployment is completed (redeployed). Soldiers will receive promotion points only after redeployment, and all extended months will be recorded in their records. Record.
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